Observe that we must assume b , . . . , b / 0, y1, y2, . . . in order that the 1 1 series may be well defined, and that the series reduces to a polynomial whenever some a is equal to 0 or a negative integer. 
NUMBER OF ZEROS
In this section, we will prove the following theorem. THEOREM 1. If a , . . . , a / 0, y1, y2, . . . , then F and I are equi¨alent. 1 p Proof. We first prove that I implies F. Let denote the differential Ž .
n operator z drdz , so that for each convergent power series Ý A z and a n constant a g ‫ރ‬ we have
If b / 0, y1, y2, . . . and m is a non-negative integer, then
Ž . z Ž . so that F b q m; b; z s P z e for some polynomial P z of degree m. tive integers, then we have
Ž . polynomial P z of degree m q иии qm . This proves that I implies F. Ž . Ž . so that ␣ s 0 or 1. Since ␣ / 0, it follows that ␣ s 1, and hence 2 becomes
Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Let f t be the polynomial defined by f t s c q c t q c t t y 1 q иии qc t t y 1 иии t y N q 1 .
and hence we have a иии a a q n иии a q n aq n иии a q n Ž .
Ž .
Ž . Now, using 6 and an induction, we will show that we can re-index a , . . . , a so that a y b , . . . , a y 
Let p q N ) 1 and assume the induction hypothesis. Since b q t is a 1 Ž . factor of the right-hand side of 6 , it is a factor of the left-hand side also. Ž . Ž . Ž . Therefore b q t divides a q t иии a q t , or b q t divides f t .
. . , a so that a s b . Then 6 implies that
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, we can re-index a , . . . , a so that Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . such that f t s b q t f t . From 6 , we obtain 1 1
Again, the induction hypothesis implies that we can re-index a , . . . , a 
Here arg is the principal branch of the argument. Hence F z has only a p p < < finite number of zeros in the sector arg z F y⑀ for each ⑀ ) 0. Ž . for s g ‫ރ‬ and z / 0; log is the principal branch of the logarithm. Then it Ž . Ž . ␣ k Ž . is easy to see that R z r yz is a polynomial of log yz for each contour composed of the half line s s yt q Ai, yϱ -t F K, the line segment from yK q Ai to yK y Ai, and the half line s s t y Ai, yK F t
Let C denote the line s s yK y it, yϱ -t -ϱ, and let ⑀ ) 0 be
Moreover, we have
Ž . 
Ž .
Remark. It seems hardly true that R z s 0 for all k and z, but the k authors were unable to prove that this is not the case.
To proceed further, we need the following lemma whose proof is almost trivial.
LEMMA . Let f s be a function which has a pole of order m G 1 we will give a detailed proof of the result. Our proof is based on the Polya᎐Schur theory of multiplier sequences.
Ä 4 ϱ Ž A sequence ␥ of real numbers is said to be a multiplier sequence of n ns0
. the first kind if it has the following property. 
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